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**Games**

- **GS60** Chips and Dips / Senseless Violence
  This disk contains two arcade style games. Senseless Violence, by Brian Greenstone, has excellent graphics and sound. You must get the baby across the freeway without harm. It is meant as fun, but may be offensive to some.In Chips and Dips the player must roam the screen collecting objects while avoiding killer robots. The player must climb ladders and jump onto objects.Similar to the Loderunner game. Also included is the game Ballistics.

- **GS61** Action Games
  This disk contains 5 arcade games. As the Link Turns is a fast paced shoot 'em up. Grackle GS was the first GS game developed by Brian Greenstone. Return of Woz has you trying to place a falling Woz into a speeding horse drawn wagon. Car Race and Bunche It are both excellent games with great graphics and sound.

- **GS63** Adventure Games
  This disk contains 2 adventure games. The Great Cave Adventure Game is a text game, and AginCourt is a graphic adventure game.

- **GS64** Adventure
  This disk contains 13 games in basic. Included are Lunar Lander, Simon GS, Marpel Caves, Mincraft, Ore.v1.1, Seven Gables, Eliza, Dragon.v2.1, Nuke Power, and others.

- **GS65** Board Games
  This disk contains numerous board games. One folder contains 12 basic games. The rest of the disk contains the following GS/Os games:Yahtzee (an excellent version of the dice game), Towers of Hanoi,Simon Sez, Plasma Life and Oblotto.

- **GS66** Card games
  If you like card games, this is a must have disk. It contains five different card games which all use SHR graphics. The games are Casino Solitaire, Slot Poker, Pyramid Solitaire, Monte Carlo, and Poker Solitaire.

- **GS67** Game Room - Education / Trivia
  This disk contains various educational games. Included are: Another Trivia Game, by Rudy A. Gay, which is a good trivia game written in Basic.Toddler and Preschool Game Room, and ShapeTeacher GS are designed to teach the toddler and preschool level. Also on the disk are two AWOS files, one a database of the States of the Union, and another a word processing document.

- **GS68** Mines of Moria (Text Adventure)
  Get ready for action and battle in this updated game Mines of Moria. Fight evil monsters, collect treasures and make your way through the subterranean maze. In the same spirit of D&D, enter the land of fantasy and carry on exciting adventures. Mines of Moria will only run on a 8BS with at least 1 Megabyte of RAM installed.

- **GS70** Goscade Blustering
  This three disk set contains 2 games which is a clone of Arcanoid. You use the mouse to move a paddle at the bottom of the screen. The paddle will deflect a ball which will then knock out bricks in the upper portion of the screen. As you hit some of the bricks, they will release power capsules. If you catch a power capsule with your paddle, it will give you additional features such as the ability to fire missiles or additional balls. As you clear each screen of the bricks, you advance to the next level. Blustering Blaster requires a special version of the System disk which is included on GS70. You must boot your system with this disk. Bouncing Blaster cannot be launched from the Finder or System 5.0. After GS70 has been loaded, you will then need to insert the GS71 which contains the actual game. Disk GS72 contains a level editor which will allow you to design your own layout of bricks.

- **GS73** GS76 Mean 18 Golf Courses
  Four disk full of Golf Courses for your use with Mean 18 Golf Game. You need Mean 18 to use these disks.

- **GS77** Orbizzome
  Orbizome is an outer space shoot 'em up arcade game that is played with a joystick. It is based on the arcade hit Asteroids. and allows the user to design customized spaceships.

- **GS78** Card games & Plunder
  First on this disk is Cartus Primus which is one of the best shareware programs that has been seen. It allows you to play three-handed versions of the following games: Cribbage, Gin Rummy, Pinochle, Hearts, and Pitch. There are also shareware versions of Euchre and Sheepshead on this disk. Second on this disk is Plunder. This is a two man game from Dr. Ken Franklin. Plunder is a game of chance and daring for 1 to 4 players. In Plunder you and your competitors find yourself in a treasure room which is filled with various packages. You know most of the packages have treasures but one of them has a bomb. You must decide when to leave the room. If you wait too long and the bomb is uncovered, you lose.

- **GS79** Cosmocode Disk A
  Cosmocode is actually two games in one. On this disk, you get the Journey to Calibus game. It requires a joystick and involves lots of shoot 'em up action. You do not need Disk B (GS80) in order to play Journey. It is a deep space epic over various types of terrain, filling in and collecting other objects. Calibus also comes with two editors which will allow you to create your own world.

- **GS80** Cosmocode Disk B
  This disk contains Naxos, the second game of the Cosmocode series. You can play Naxos without having the Journal of Calibus, but it is strongly recommended you get both disks. In Naxos, you're in a jungle which is inhabited by aliens. As they jump up from behind bushes or come along the path, you must shoot them before they shoot you.

- **GS81** Mini Prix
  This is a grand prix car racing game that has you behind the wheel of a Formula 1 Lotus. A game screen is displayed that has side by side windows. One window shows your progress as you go around the track, and the other shows you how you're keeping your car. All action is controlled with a joystick. Steer with the stick, accelerate with one button and brake with the other. The documentation for this game is in French. This game must be booted from Slot 3, Drive 1. Mini Prix is from FTA of France.

- **GS82** Space Clusters
  This is a clone of Galaga, an arcade-style game where space invaders swoop down from the top of the screen to attack your lone space craft. You use the joystick to maneuver out of the way and fire missiles. The animation on this disk is very fast. It must be booted from Slot 5, Drive 1.

- **GS83** Various GS/Os Games
  This disk contains 8 different games. Antisers is another Tetris-like game where you start the game with a logjam of Tetris-like shapes arrayed at the top of the screen. You control a gun at the bottom of the screen and attempt to shoot the Tetris shapes as they begin to fall. Senseless Violence II is a shoot 'em up with a anti-drug message, that can not hold up as a sequel to the first Senseless Violence. Power Zero is a game that has four different modules called Four Play, Tron, PigNBull, and Gridlock. Mage Maze, a shareware game written by Davis Hallwas, is a richly detailed IGS video game. Each maze has 10 levels that contain traps and doors that lead nowhere. All that's displayed on screen is a compass, and an animation that charts the players travels through the maze. Also included are the games Beasts, Elevators, Romulans and Lunar Landing GS.

- **GS84** Star Wizard
  This disk contains a strange game of sorts. There really isn't much you can do to call it a game. It's more a display of SHR graphics and technique. It's still fun and great to look at. Its from FTA. Must be booted in Slot 5, Drive 1.

- **GS85** Where the Hell is Carmen Santiago?
  This is a ProDOS 8 game that is based on the Carmen Santiago series. You now chaste Carmen thru Dungeons and Beasts. There are high res graphic screens that aren't as good as SHR graphics, but the story line is interesting and fun to play.

- **GS86** Columns Version 2.0
  This is a Tetris-like game in which you manipulate falling blocks of different patterns in sequences of the or more blocks arranged horizontally, vertically or diagonally. When you succeed, the matched blocks disappear. The program features a rock and roll soundtrack, digitized sounds and great graphics. It can be a very addictive game.

- **GS87** Star Trek Classic GS
  As Captain Kirk, your mission is to make the galaxy safe from the Klingons. You have 31 days to complete your mission. It is the Enterprise's navigation system, long and short range scanners, photon torpedoes and phaser banks! This shareware game is a complete rewrite of the classic text-based game that has been around for years. It's the same game informed with IGS full-color graphics and music background. The program requires System 5.04, 1.5 Megas of RAM and two 3.5" drives or a hard disk.

- **GS88** Lotto GS
  Lotto GS, a lottery number generator which picks random lottery numbers for you, Quick-Pick style. You can also enter the winning numbers from any state, and it will tell you how many weeks and it will generate a "hot list" - numbers that are due to come up.

- **GS182** Memory Cards
  This disk contains three classic card games. They are Wisconsin Runny, Hearts and Memory Cards. All of the games use the full graphic capability of the GS. Wisconsin Rummy is a typical gin rummy game in which you try to group your hand into groups of three or four cards that are similarly suited or are consecutive. Hearts is based on the card game by the same name. You try to try to avoid taking hearts or the Queen of Spades. Memory Cards is a version of COncentration. It is filled with amusing graphics and sound effects. As the game starts, a series of cards are shown, all face down. You try to find the pairs of cards which match. The player with
the most matches is the winner.

**GS265** Arcade / Strategy
This disk contains some great fast action IIGS games. Dr. Mario is yet another Tetris like game. You'll need to line up the multi-colored falling capsules in a test of speed and strategy. An addicting game! Quinter's game comes from France and is in two games in one: Quinter and Go Maku, two board based strategy games Completely mouse driven. Puzzle GS is a puzzle game that demands logic and strategy. Match Game will challenge you as you try to outsmart the computer. 15 matches are presented on screen. Remove 1,2 or 3 matches at a time, and try not to be left with just a single match. Pac Man NDA is a New Desk Accessory written by Jim Summerfield and is a derivative of the Pac Man game. This game can be played from within any IIGS program that displays the Apple menu. Use the "A2.JZ", and "K" keys to navigate through the maze.

**GS269** Teenage Queen
This is a poke game which uses the mouse and includes sound and color graphics. The nature of the game and the graphic screens are meant for adults only. Some members may find it a little risque but the game is well made and easy to play, and can be addictive until you have beat your opponent once, and then the novelty will have worn off. The disk must be booted from Slot 5, Drive 1 to load.

**GS217** Easy Dead
This is a new arcade game by the guys at FTA. Its kind of like Arkanoid, but different. Its quite simple to play, but can be addictive. No documentation is provided, and the disk must be booted from Slot 5, Drive 1 to run.

**GS218** Sensei GS
This is a new karate simulation game from Miami Beach Software of France. It is a great game where you fight in karate competition. Great action and graphics. Documentation is provided as a AWGS file but the problem is it is in French. The disk must be booted from Slot 5, Drive 1 to run.

**GS220** Guadacanal v1.0.0
Guadacanal is one of the most highly detailed computerized wargames ever developed. It simulates the events taking place in the Pacific theater in 1942. It is a two player game, playable in person or over a modem, that pits an American admiral against a Japanese admiral. Each admirals commands all of the forces that were available at the time including 170 naval vessels, hundreds of aircraft and about 50,000 troops. The players assemble task forces and move independently of each other. Detailed SHR maps are included along with extensive documentation.

**GS230** Misc. Fun
This disk contains a whole assortment of animation demos and other colorful programs that your IIGS hasn't seen yet. Among the programs included are: AirForce, Beyond, Color, Cyclone, Dafus, Floor Tiles, Joy, Mandelbrot, Overcycle, Power, Rings, Stars, and others including one of the most ingenious yet kind of useless programs by Bill Heineman called "Bottles of Beer", which will sing the old familiar song but gives you a hard time to enter in the number of beers the song starts with. I entered 149,745 bottles and it started to sing backwards from that number. Imagine just sitting and letting it go all the way back to 1 bottle of beer...well either can II Disk donated by Joe Kohn.

**GS233** Best of PRODOS 8 Games
This disk contains a gigantic selection of PRODOS 8 games, to numerous to list. Included is a version of Columns game that is quite interesting. There are over 40 games on this disk! Can you guess who donated this disk? Right!

**GS248** Bouncing Ferno'
This is a Marble Madness type arcade game from FTA. It has colorful graphics, sound effect and music. You must guide your round ball through numerous platforms and hurdles. There are three levels, each with 25 different play fields. You can play the game with either a joystick or mouse. On each level you will try to roll over and pick up a small object before going on to the next level. There is even an editor for you to create your own levels. Bouncing Ferno' is hard disk installable, if copied to hard drive, just double click on P8:Loader to run the game. If run from floppy drive, just boot the disk.

**GS12** Photinox 1.46
Photinox is a fast disk copy program. The program was produced by the FTA (Free Tools Assoc), the same group that produced the highly acclaimed Nucleon. Photinox is a shareware program and requires 1.25 MB. It employs a unique graphics interface that includes a selection and monitoring menu. It also uses its own boot operating system and must be launched from a disk in Slot 5. Photinox does an image backup, meaning that it can copy any non-protected disk, including those created under System 5.0. It also allows the user to alter the interfering to achieve maximum performance. It has the completely unique options to defragment disks as they are being copied and to detect several viruses on the disk.

**GS13** ZZ Copy 2.21
Another fast copy program for disk copy. This was the Jan 91 Disk of the Month. Both ZZ Copy and Photinox are excellent disk copying programs.

**GS41** Classic Desk Accessories (A-G)
This disk contains various CDAs including: Alarm, Alink, Area Codes, ArkanoID Cheat, ASCII, Calculator, Calendar, CDA Stopper, CDATerm, Clock v1.1, Dentalzap, Desk Manager, Desklink, DeskShell, Demo Info, Dump, FTP Editor, etc.

**GS42** Classic Desk Accessories (H-N)
This disk contains various CDAs including: HDB, Int.Det, IWDA, Load Dump, Mangle, Marvin, Master, Mempool, MiniTerm, MouseText, MouseTrap, New Master, Nifty List.

**GS43** Classic Desk Accessories (O-Z)
This disk contains various CDAs including: PRCDA, Password, Pearl, Peeker, Pic Saver, Power House, Print Screen, PWFbx, RatCal, Scanner, ScratchPad, Scroll Blanket, Screen Dump, SetInfo, SetSlot, SHR Time 10 Second save, SlotSwitch, SpeedSwitch, System Info, Text Clock, ToolShed, Type It, TypeWriter, VisiBell, Write Protect.

**GS44** New Desk Accessories (A-G)
This disk contains NDAs from A thru G including: Accountant, AlarmClock, Background Music 2.0, Blackout, Cache, Calendar, Calculator, Chronograph, Clipboard, Clock, Concentrate, Conflus, Control, Control Panel, Doodle Pad, Dpblind, Dual Clock, Eumag, Fadout, File Info.

**GS45** New Desk Accessories (H-N)
This disk contains NDAs from H thru N including: Havok, Info, Kalidejo, Keymap, Keytrap, Klipy, Locator, Mac for GS, Master, Muldown, Memory, Memory Bar, Memory Check, MeniDAA, Menutime, Moon, Mouse, MouseLocks (Mr. Apple, Mr. Confusius), NDOS 16, Notepad.

**GS46** New Desk Accessory (O-Z)
This disk contains NDAs from O thru Z including: Online, Oval, Oval Panel v2.0, Phame, Password, PhoneFile, Pixel Ruler, ProDOSFile, Prefix, Printit, Puncture, Window, Puzzle, Reader, Rinky, Saver, Scrapbook, Screen, ScreenSaver, ShowPc, ShowText, SmileyClock, Sog Talking Mouse, TextReader, Tool Version, Two Apples.

**GS47** CD & NASA Programs
This disk contains various NASA/CDAC Programs including: DASelect, P8 CDA Load, CDA Stopper, Desktop Mod, Inst. CDA, CDA RES, Setup Select.

**GS46** Font Programs
This disk contains the following font utility programs: Font Doctor, Font Editor, Fontastic2, FontView,Font Info.

**GS47** Font Programs
This disk contains more font utility and editing programs: Fontism, Font Changer, Font Scan.

**GS93** Icons
Icons can dress up your GS desktop with an apple for PRODOS, a rocket for Basic launchers and many more. Just put the icons in the ICON folder and watch the results.

**GS94** Icon Editors
Contains on this disk are the three Icon editors available in the Apple II world: Icon Ed 1.03, Diced 1.11, TIE.

**GS95** Label Makers
This disk contains two 3.5" disk label making programs written in BASIC, and one GS/OS program called Mouse Label which will print mailing labels.

**GS96** Program Launchers
This disk contains over 20 launching programs written in BASIC, PRODOS 8 and GS/OS. The contents are as follows: Fast Boot v3.1, DIR, FindFile, Finder Fixer (by Matt D. Panel), JumpStart 2.2, Launch 2 Plus LaunchBoxv1.0, Main Menu, Menu, P8 Booter, P8 Launch, PROCAT, ProMenu, Pups, SelectRAM, Squirt and Squirt 16.

**GS97** JumpStart 2.6
JumpStart is a full featured program launcher and utility program that is a replacement for the Finder. JumpStart loads all master disk, or run list, of programs and then launch any of those
programs with a single mouse click. JumpStart does everything the Finder does, and then some.

**GS164 Utilities**
This disk contains various utility programs written in BASIC. Also Binary files, initialization files, and a print buffer program is included. Also on this disk is Memory Tester program which will test your memory card.

**GS165 GS/OS Utilities**
This disk contains the following programs which can be used to alter the way you interact with GS/OS: Custom GS/OS, DA Menu Zap, Desk Top Mod, Dialog Designer, Dialog Layout Utility(UDL)v.3, File InfoONDA and Max Color (by Jason Harper).

**GS166 GS/OS**
This disk contains various GS/OS shell programs and a program called ProLine.

**GS167 P8**
This disk contains the following ProDOS 8 utility programs: DaveX v.3.1, Boot Slot 6, Apt-Convert, Convert DOS3.3 to ProDOS), Boot ProDOS), Executioner, FDDisk, Fun Keys v0.4, PBH 3.3, Reboot, Speed, SReset and more.

**GS168 Text & File**
Contains various text related utility programs: ATextapp, AW Prep, CatText, Chameleon, Fast Text, File Chopper, Show Files, Show Text, Splitter, Strip It and Typewriter. Change.

**GS169 Macintosh to GS**
The File transfers programs from Macintosh to Apple II included on this disk are: A2F7X, Mac to GS v.2, MacDown and MacPaint to GS.

**GS170 UtilityWorks GS v.1.2.1**
This disk contains a fantastic shareware program by George Wilde. This program has the ability to load and print any type of SHR graphic, an AppleWorks word processing file, an ASCII text file, and even AWG word processing files, icons and GS fonts. It will also print out the word processing files in the GS font. Also contains a hard disk backup program for this is a very useful utility program and contains all of the disk and file utilities. It will also launch another program.

**GS171 UtilityLaunch v.2.2**
Utility Launch is a powerful launching program that sets up numerous screens for launching by icon or text. It has a green blackout timer, program autostart, and the ability to run, load, speed, colors, select modem and printer parameters, and startup path for any program being launched. Pigeon memory, shutdown, boot any bootable device, do a smart scan of any device. Utility Launch allows for up to 10 menu screens, with each screen having provision for up to 40 simple buttons or 16 icon buttons.

**GS172 DBMaster**
Although this program will run on an Apple II it was distributed on a 5.25 disk and is included here because it was one of the best and most popular commercial database available for the Apple II. It has now been released as shareware so you can try it so see how you like it.

**GS173 Pic Librarian**
On this disk is the graphics utility program Pic Librarian which allows you to catagorize your SHR graphics and print out small versions of them with many per page.

**GS174 Second Chance v.1.0**
Second Chance, by John R. Apple, is a shareware gray scale graphics enhancement program for the Apple Igs.Graphics digitized through various means and those downloaded from bulletin boards are, sometimes then from what we had expected. Second chance may be able to improve them. Before deleting a graphics file, try to enhance it. SECOND CHANCE can't perform miracles. It can't create something from nothing and the enhancement routines can improve a graphics image.

**GS175 Virus Protection**
This disk contains numerous virus protection programs. Included are: VirusesMD by Morgan Davis, FTTHV (Fix the Festerling Hate Virus), BkSave, Doctor Daily, Vaccine, Virus Killer and others.

**GS232 Desktop Utilities**
This disk is a collection of finished GYRUS software that has been written over the past few years, as well as some stuff from other original Australian programmer, Peter Watson. Most of the programs on this disk are shareware. Details of this are provided in the 'GYRUS Shareware' and the 'PW PD.Read Me' files. Most of the programs are lacking in documentation, but this is mainly because we believe that they are straightforward and easy to use. Have a look at them and see what you think! Included on the disk are a vast assortment of NDAs, CDA's, Wims, and other desktop utilities. Disk donated by Joe Kohn.

**Graphic Programs**

**GS92 CheapPaint**
This disk contains a fully functional Super Hi-Res paint program that offers many of the features of the commercial programs. The basic drawing tools are available. The pencil/paintbrush allows you to draw frehand, in any of 6 brush shapes. For details an airbrush is included. There are the common tools for drawing lines, rectangles, circles, polygons etc., which can be filled in any of 16 colors. Animation by color cycling is available and you can customize palettes. It has a form feature along with selecting, cutting and pasting areas. CheapPaint prints in color on your Imagewriter II. It also offers two screens to work on. Before you invest in an expensive paint program, check out this low cost Shareware program.

**GS32 Module**
If you like Apple IGS music, graphics and animation, just type in Slot 5. Drive 1, a Stor computer with Slot 5 as your startup slot, fasten your safety belt and be prepared for a wild and dazzling 3 dimensional universe created by the French software group FTA. Module starts where Nucleus ended and is an interactive demo of animation played to tocking rock music. As the 30 minute demo begins, learn about FTA, presented in a way you've never seen before. Click your mouse to get to the module that displays basic star effects and then progress to the lined 3-d, vector balls, free flight, fillmode 3-d and animation modes. Most modules allow user input by clicking the switch to go from the automatic mode into the manual mode. Requires ROM 01 with 1.2 Megabytes or Standard ROM 03.

**GS39 FTA X-MAS Demo**
This disk contains various graphic and sound demos from FTA. Boot the disk from Slot 5, Drive 1 and select the demo from the menu with your mouse.

**GS 206 Animaga FTA**
This disk contains eight beautifully animated sequences that come complete with SoundSmuth soundtracks. It is from FTA. All animations have been included on the French Magazine on a disk, Poms' and Toolbox. To run this disk, change the Control Panel to boot from Slot 5, and reboot. Select the animation with the arrow keys or your mouse. Click on the mouse to return to the main menu.

**GS207 Delta Demo**
If you liked Modulea by FTA, you will love this fast-paced sound and animation demo. Boot disk from Slot 5, Drive 1.

**GS58 Fractal Programs**
"Mountain Maker", a $5 shareware gem from Ryan Olson, creates stunning 2D or 3D fractal landscapes resembling mountains and lakes. It can generate an image in minutes, so you can watch a natural landscape form before your eyes. "Yet Another Fractal Program (YAFP)" is a great fractal generating program for the IIGS. It allows you to create Mandelbrot, Julia, Dragon or other fractal based graphics. It is very easy to use and contains many useful help screens. The fractals can take a long time to generate, but you can limit the size of the area and the number if iterations so that the fractal is generated within 15 to 30 minutes.

**GS59 Fractal Programs**
This disk contains three fractal generation programs: Fractal/OS is a program that creates beautiful fractal geometric images (written by Steven Diebrov of GS+). Also included is Mansen and Mt.Lake.

**GS108 Graphic Programs (A-D)**
This disk contains four graphics generation programs that show off the capabilities of the IGS: Designer, Patworms, Display and Color Demo.

**GS109 Graphic Programs (E-Z)**
This disk contains five graphic generation programs: Moire, a program that displays constantly moving animated graphics, Mosaic, a program that generates kaleidoscopic special effects, SKAid, a program that generates kaleidoscopic animation. Swish, a program that creates more beautiful graphic images and SuperLattice, a program that designs 3 dimensional plots of cylindrical objects that lathers can generate.

**GS208 Simple Animation Program**
Kenneth Mock's freeeware Simple Animation Program (SAP)v0.5 allows you to create animated sequences complete with SoundSmuth soundtracks and lets you easily add digitized sounds to your animations. No animation skills are necessary to use SAP to create stunning animations. All that is needed is 1.25MEGS of RAM, imagination, and a paint program to create backgrounds, then add animated actors, and Sound Smith sounds. Three modules are included. Use the projector module to run the actual animations, one of which is included on the disk. Use the Actedore module to create action and the Screened module to place the two together for animation. Complete program documentation and a step-by-step tutorial is included. Several other animation programs are included on this disk: Super Magic, Overclock, Power I and II, and Wierd Animation.

**GS216 Nucleus**
This program, which comes from Europe, is a dazzling display of IGS graphics, animation and music. A graphic show that invokes the look and feel of a dance of DNA strands within a window on the screen, surrounded by shooting stars. The object turns and twists around 3 axes, making a nice 3-D show. You can control the animation with the movements of your feet and hands. Use toe tapping rock music playing. Change the song with the enter key. Control the axis of rotation with the
number keys. Turn the music up with the right arrow key. Add more stars with the 6 key and use the 8 key to display the next object. Look around the border for the instructions.

- **GS219 The SAP Wall**
  If you really want to see what the SAP animation system is capable of producing, then check out King Larch's version of Pink Floyd's "The Wall". One of the best selling Rock albums of all time, The Wall was originally released in 1979 and has since been made into a movie. It was last performed at the site of the Berlin Wall in 1990. This "rock opera" includes some of the best rock music ever recorded. King Larch has created a wonderful tribute to Pink Floyd and The Wall on this disk. Complete with powerful music adapted from the album, and graphics reminiscent of the movie, this version includes 3 songs transcribed using SoundStik. It also includes digitized sounds, and remains remarkably faithful to the original album and movie.

- **GS224 PmxMix**
  PmxMix allows you to load any IGS Super Hi Res graphic and the program then regenerates a jigsaw puzzle from the graphic. A graphic can be broken up into as few as 10 blocks, or as many as 60 smaller blocks. Using the familiar Apple Desktop with pull down menus, PmxMix allows blocks to be swapped with a click of the mouse. 25 graphics are supplied along with the program, or you can use any other IGS SHR graphic.

**SHR Clip Art**
Clip Art: These disks contain clip art images for use with 640 mode, and some 320 mode, IGS specific programs such as AppleWorks GS, Graphic Writer III, HyperStudio or other page layout and SHR paint programs. Also listed are disks which have various non-digitized images.

- **GS03 - GS10 SHR Clip Art**
- **GS184 SHR Clip Art**
- **GS185 Scanned Photos - Baseball**
- **GS186 Scanned Photos - Outer Space**
- **GS187 Scanned Photos - Famous people**

**SHR Graphics**
IGS Super Hi-Res Pictures
These disks contain Super Hi Res pictures for the IGS. These pictures can be used in any of the GS Paint programs such as Platinum Paint, Paintworks Plus or Cheap Paint. The disks can be booted and the pictures will be displayed by a slide show program on the disk. They can also be viewed by the several display programs in the library.

- **GS103** Apple Preferred Format (A - B)
- **GS104** Apple Preferred Format (C - D)
- **GS105** Apple Preferred Format (E - K)
- **GS106** Apple Preferred Format (L - R)
- **GS107** Apple Preferred Format (S - Z)
- **GS111** Packed Super Hi-Res. (A - N)
- **GS112** Packed Super Hi-Res. (O - Z)
- **GS113** Paintworks Animated (A - I)
- **GS114** Paintworks Animated (J - Z)
- **GS115** Paintworks Packed (A - J)
- **GS116** Paintworks Packed (K - Z)
- **GS117** Super Hi-Res. (A)
- **GS118** Super Hi-Res. (B)
- **GS119** Super Hi-Res. (C)
- **GS120** Super Hi-Res. (D - E)
- **GS121** Super Hi-Res. (F - G)
- **GS122** Super Hi-Res. (H - L)
- **GS123** Super Hi-Res. (M)
- **GS124** Super Hi-Res. (N - O)
- **GS125** Super Hi-Res. (P)
- **GS126** Super Hi-Res. (Q - R)
- **GS127** Super Hi-Res. (S)
- **GS128** Super Hi-Res. (T)
- **GS129** Super Hi-Res. (U - Z)
- **GS196** Lovely Ladies
- **GS197** Cartoon Characters

3200 Color Graphics
Although the Apple IGS is capable of 4,096 different colors, it can only display 256 colors at any one time. That limitation is no longer valid. Each of the following disks contains graphics with 3200 different colors. Most of these graphics were created on other machines and ported to the IGS, but they look great on the RGB monitor. These graphics are for viewing only, they can not be printed out. A special viewer that allows you to see these 3200-color graphics is also included on each disk.

- **GS110** 3200 Color Graphics #1
- **GS118** 3200 Color Graphics #2
- **GS195** 3200 Color Graphics #3
- **GS211** 3200 Color Graphics #4

**Print Shop GS Graphics**

- **GS99** PS.Graphics (A-H)
  This disk contains over 270 different Print Shop graphics with Print Shop GS. The graphics are arranged in folders which are alphabetized. There is a mixture of color and black and white graphics.

- **GS100** PS.Graphics (I-S)
  This disk contains over 270 different Print Shop graphics for use with Print Shop GS. The graphics are arranged in folders which are alphabetized. There is a mixture of color and black and white graphics.

- **GS101** PS.Graphics (T-Z)
  This disk contains over 90 different Print Shop graphics for use with Print Shop GS. The graphics are arranged in folders which are alphabetized. There is a mixture of color and black and white graphics.

- **GS102** PS.Fonts/Borders and Patterns
  This disk contains fonts, borders and patterns for use with Print Shop GS. Contained on the disk are: 31 color borders, 21 mono borders, 99 fonts, and 8 color patterns.

**Sound Utilities**

- **GS139 Sound Programs**
  This disk contains 5 different sound programs: Sound Studio will play and modify any digitized sound file, Soundwin.12, plays a digitized sound when the system software is loaded, and SysBeep, a program to change the sound of the IGS bell. Also included are custom sound utility programs Tape Deck and Noise 1.0.

- **GS40** ACER 1.0
  ACER, by Joe Jaworski, an Audio compression and expansion utility designed to save disk space, speed disk access, and speed upload/download of large, digitized sound files. ACER uses the ACE toolset which specifically compresses/expands digitized audio files in a highly efficient way. Contains on the disk also a large number of sound files for use with ACER.

- **GS141 Sounds A-L**
  Binary sound files.

- **GS142 Sounds M-Z**
  Binary sound files.

- **GS143 HyperStudio Sounds**
  This disk contains numerous sound files for incorporation into your HyperStudio stacks.

- **GS144 Long Play**
  Long Play version 0.01, by Dave Huang is a program that plays digitized sound files. What makes this program different from the rest is its ability to play sound files of any size, even if they are larger than the available RAM.

- **GS198 & GS199 HyperStudio Sounds**
  More sounds for use with HyperStudio stacks.

- **GS244 & GS245 Sounds.01**
- **GS246 Sounds.02**
  These disks contain approximately 50 each sound files for use with your new System 6.0 Sound CDev (Control Panel Device) feature. Just copy the sound of your choice into the CDev folder in your System folder and when you double-click on Sound in the Control Panel select the sound you want for the event you want. Pretty simple! Buy these disks one at a time or all at once. The hard part is trying to decide on the ones you want to install!

**Music**

- **GS130 Midisynth Jukebox**
  The sounds produced by this remarkable system are unlike anything you have heard before. Jukebox is a Hyperstudio stack that not only plays the songs on this disk but those on the following disks and any other Midisynth sound disk. It also includes TOOL 035 which you must place in the Tools subdirectory on your GS/OS System disk. Jukebox lets you with an idea of just how great Midisynth songs are, we're a good cross sampling of music on this disk, so that no matter what your musical tastes are, there are bound to be songs on this disk that will "knock your socks off". There's classical selections, including Ravel's Bolero and Pachibell's Canon in D. There's a selection of popular songs, including Puff The Magic Dragon, Blue Moon, Classical Gas and the Theme from Goldfinger. For the Beatles fans, there's an arrangement of Yesterday and Let It Be. For rockers, there's a version of The Doors' Riders on the Storm.

- **GS131 Midisynth Song Disk**
  This disk contains 12 musical selections of many familiar popular songs. Included are Africa, Baby Elephant, Day Tripper, Hard To Say, Moki, Nadias Theme, Night Moves, Omnades, Misty, Theme from Star Trek: The Next Generation, Take My Breath Away and When You Wish Upon a Star.

- **GS132 Song Playing Programs**
  This disk contains two song playing programs: JukeBox, Play Song (which will play Music Studio songs), and one utility program for Music Construction Set.

- **GS133 Downtown Demo**
  This disk contains the demo version of the Diver-Tune music recorder program by Bill Basham. It will play the song "Grand Old Flag".
**HyperCard IIG Stacks**

**G897**  
**Mise. Stacks**  
There's something for all HyperCard GS users on this disk. Included are a few stacks just for fun, including one that generates random Haiku poetry, and one that creates random philosophical statements. There are a few stacks for children, including a Story Board, a word game, and a math exercise. There are productivity stacks, including one that prints a calendar for any month, a Do Remind stack, a stack to keep track of your CD collection, stacks to keep track of checking and savings accounts, and one to keep track of the budget. There's even a computerized version of the Briggs-Meyers Personality Type test used by psychologists.

**G898**  
**HyperTalk Scriptors. Tools**  
HyperCard GS includes a built-in powerful programming language, HyperTalk, that allows users, through the use of scripts, to create powerful interactive stacks. This disk will help you as you start to learn about HyperTalk, and will provide you with many routines and tools that you can easily copy into your own stacks. None of these stacks are locked, so you can study the scripts, read about what they accomplish, modify them for your own needs, or just copy them into your stacks. Included on this disk are Animated Icons, ResSize, which allows you to examine icons used in other stacks, Font, XKeys, and cursors, Color Master, a palette manipulation utility, Visual Effects, a library of special effects, Auto-Scripter, a complete set of scripts and routines that you can freely use to spruce up your stacks; BackGround Music, a utility that lets you add music to stacks; DB to Stack, a $5 shareware utility that imports AppleWorks Data Bases into HCGS; ShowMe, a multimedia script by a non-T.V. information within a stack; and Script Changer, a set of routines that lets you easily modify scripts.

**G892**  
**HyperCard Composer**  
HyperCard GS (HCGS) Composer, written by Eric Lalaquehay, is a HCGS stack that will be welcomed by HCGS stack designers and those who play any keyboard instrument. When the stack is first run, a program of this stack is loaded into the system. Because this is a presentation, it requires that all the cards be set up in advance. For those who know how to play the piano, they will be able to simply play songs by mouse-clicking on the keyboard. While the musician is playing, the stack will also record all the notes into a HyperTalk script that can then easily be copied into any other HCGS stack. There are nearly 30 different instruments included, so your composition can just as easily sound like a saxophone as a digital piano. Ability to play the piano is absolutely essential to use this stack. For those with that ability, you'll be able to create HCGS sound tracks in minutes, rather than having to laboriously enter notes into a script.

**G822**  
**HyperCard Stacks**  
This disk contains three large HCGS stacks: HyperSubpour, Submarines; "II Productive" is a HyperCard magazine stack with many useful articles and stacks for your use; and "Patriot" is a stack which describes the Patriot missile system.

**G823**  
**HyperCard Stacks**  
This disk contains the following 8 HCGS stacks: Biosynths, Electronic Music Encyclopedia, HyperTree, HyperUtility, II Produktive, June91, JukeboxUS, Recipes, and THXGrid Stack.

---

**HyperStudio Stacks**

**G919**  
Star Trek: The Next Generation  
If you love Star Trek, you're going to love this 6 disk HyperStudio stack! From the opening chords of the digitized Star Trek theme song to the latest entries of the many shows broadcast during Season 4, everything about this stack is wonderful. Most screens look like the USS Enterprise's computer screens. Detailed information is provided on every episode, every planet visited, and so much Star Trek trivia is included that you'll learn who wrote and directed every episode, even who's voice is used by the computer. You'll learn all the Enterprise warp jumps out of orbit, listen to people beaming up and down, hear phasers and photon torpedoes, and see scanned photographs of the crew. It's almost as much fun as watching the TV show.

**G952**  
Simpson Sound Stack  
This disk contains a HyperStudio stack which will play sound files from the Simpson's TV show. You can hear Bart and company say all those famous one-liners. The disk contains a run-time version of HyperStudio so you can run the program.

**G519**  
Dinosaur Stack  
Two-disk set  
This two-disc stack by Larry W. Linson is all about dinosaurs. The dinosaurs are divided into three major groupings: meat eaters, big dinos and plant eaters. With the program you get representations of a variety of dinosaur species for each sub-group. For each subgroup, the user is shown a chart of the relative size of each dinosaur, a map where the dinosaurs are believed to have lived, a small amount of textual information on each dinosaur and three or four scanned graphics of dinosaurs.

**G5190**  
Williamsburg Tour  
Two-disk set  
With this two-disc stack, you can visit colonial Williamsburg without leaving the comfort of your

---

**GS145**  
**SoundSmith v.1.0**  
This disk includes the SoundSmith Program files and 1 sample music file. SoundSmith is a 14 track sequencer that can be used to create music on an Apple IIGS. The sound quality is superior to any other music program on the market. SoundSmith uses a standard ASCII format. When instruments are loaded, a piano keyboard is shown, and one can play that instrument by clicking on the piano.

**GS146**  
**SoundSmith Song Disk 1**  
This disk contains 6 music files for use with SoundSmith. The names of the selections are: Guet protect, Crystal Hammer, Alkalaban, Footloose, File 52. One of the tunes is a file that demonstrates how to use SoundSmith songs with The Music Studio.

**GS147**  
**SoundSmith Song Disk 2**  
This disk contains 12 music files for use with SoundSmith. The names of the selections are: Amev the, Behind, Blizzard, Cambodia, Duggar, End Theme, Garcon, Moments in Love and S114.

**GS148**  
**SoundSmith Song Disk 3**  
This disk contains 7 music files for use with SoundSmith. The names are: Axel F, Big in Japan, Forever, Jungle 2, File 23, File 35, and File 42.

**GS149**  
**SoundSmith Song Disk 4**  
This disk contains 8 music files for use with SoundSmith. The names are: S118, Still, Jigsaw, Blue Monday, Impact, Nothing, Impacto, and Sarcochaser.

**GS150**  
**SoundSmith Song Disk 5**  
This disk contains 10 music files for use with SoundSmith. The names are: Against All Odds, Carmen, Footloose 2, Hip Hop, Modulac, Modulac Intro, Smoke on the Water, Space Cluster and TMNT.
own home. By using this stack, you will learn about the historical background of Wallingsburg and then you will take a tour of the restored village. Be sure to visit the Brunton Church, the old windmill, and the greenhouse.

**GS191**

**Capitol Experience (2 disk set)**

This two disk stack by Duane Gossit is a simulated tovy of Washington D.C., with a few twists and turns along the way, just for fun. There are several sound effects, and some neat animations. You'll visit the White House, the Capitol, and even the Pentagon. This is a program that students, educators, or anyone interested in history should enjoy. This stack included the Hypersudio run-time module, so that the program does not require the use of the HyperStudio program.

**GS192**

**Civil War Stack (2 disk set)**

This two disk HyperStudio stack is a summary of the causes, beginning, major leaders, major battles, and conclusion of the civil War. The graphics were created with a Quicksave and there are some really good battle sound effects and music. The author of this stack, Duane Gossit, says that it has taken several months to plan, organize and create this stack. The HyperStudio run-time module is included. This is a shareware stack.

**GS193**

**Expansion Stack**

This disk contains Hypersudio depicting the "Manifest Destiny" of the USA, by Mike O'Donnell of Columbus, Maryland. Maps show the expansion of the USA, along with text explaining each expansion period.

**GS194**

**American History**

This disk contains the HyperStudio stack American History, which traces the US from 1776 to the present. Included is pertinent information about the states, and their admission to the Union. Maps are included. This disk is also a Geography stack which presents a Map of the United States which you can click on any state to gain knowledge of that state's various characteristics and novelties. Also included is a small comical stack named "Shark Attack", which departs a shark in Odell Lake having lunch.

**GS243**

**Environmental / Ecology Stack**

This disk contains two excellent HyperStudio stacks which deal with the fragile ecological balance of our planet. Environmental Problems 1 stack uses SHR program which is very good at explaining about wafer quantity, quality and pollution in industrial areas and third world countries, as well as give information on how we all can help solve the pollution of our water supply. The author is a high school student, (Class of '86) from Massachusetts named Stephen Schwarz. The other stack is called Save the Planet. by David W. Hiddleston. It discusses global warming of the ozone layer and has a map of the USA which you can click on different areas to show their industrial pollution dangers. The stack also contains an Activity Sheet which has a complete the sentence quiz on the environment, and an area which gives you recycle information. Both stacks are very informative, colorful and well made. You must have HyperStudio, or the Run-time version to load the stack.

**Miscellaneous**

**GS153**

**Tonight: Sky 16 / Space Pictures & Sound**

This disk contains both digitized photographs and digitized sounds from the Gemini program, the Apollo program and the Voyager missions to the outer planets. Photos from the Apollo moon landings, photos of the space shuttle, and a number of photos sent back from Voyager I byfly of Jupiter, Neptunes and Triton are included. The digitized sounds include interchanges between mission control and John Glenn and Neil Armstrong. Also included on this disk is the story of a group of 16. Tonight's Sky is a very well designed and implemented program that can display a graphical representation of a Northern Hemisphere night time sky for any date or location. This program will be of value to anyone interested in astronomy or space exploration, and an area which homework is in AppleWorks data base file that describes the Space Shuttle project.

**GS154**

**System/Disk 5.04**

This disk contains the latest operating system disk for the IIGS.

**GS155**

**System/Tools 5.04**

This disk contains the rest of the operating system for the IIGS.

**GS156 - GS158**

**Tech Guides**

These three disk contain a vast library of Apple II computer technical notes provided by Apple for developers. If you are so inclined these are a must for your reference library. For the non-technical ones these would not mean too much! They are provided in ASCII text file inside.

**GS159**

**Telecom Programs**

This disk contains telecommunications utilities including software for graphics, the FreeKERNet Stack, and FreeKERNet GS utilizes the IIGS desktop. It supports ASCII, XMODEM, and Binary II file transfer. The program works with modems that support 300, 1200 or 2400 baud KERMIT is a program that implements the KERMIT file transfer protocol for the Apple II microcomputer system. It is written in 6502 assembly language and should run on any Apple II or compatible running DOS 3.2 or PRODOS Z-Link program for the Apple II series. It is small, fast, and powerful. It includes everything you'd expect from a good modern program - capture buffer, terminal emulation, a split-screen person to person chat mode, and also allows transmit and receive file transfer using several different protocols including XMODEM, Checksum, XMODEM/CRC-16, YMDEOM/CRC-16 and YMDEOM/Batch.

**GS160**

**Compression Programs**

This disk contains numerous file utility programs. Included are: ALU, ASQ, Executive (by Glen Breton), OSVT v1.15, MAUG disk manager, and Squeeze/Unsqueeze.

**GS161**

**Telecom Utilities**

This disk contains numerous file utility programs. Included are: ALU, ASQ, Executive (by Glen Breton), OSVT v1.15, MAUG disk manager, and Squeeze/Unsqueeze.

**ShrinkIt**

This disk contains all the different versions of Shrink It by Andy Nicolaus. Shrink It is a program that has become the de facto standard for Apple II file compression, and an area which homework is in AppleWorks data base file that describes the Space Shuttle project.

**GS163**

**SnowTerm v2.03**

SnowTerm is a communications program for the Apple II computers and is designed to emulate the Digital Equipment (DEC) VT100 and VT52 terminals. SnowTerm runs in the super high resolution graphics mode of the Apple IIgs and uses the disk's terminal interface. SnowTerm uses the graphics and color capabilities of the Apple IIgs to accurately emulate the VT100 terminal including bold and blinking character attributes, the line drawing character set, and double high and double wide characters. Although the VT100 implements a subset of the ANSI standard, the VT102 and SnowTerm do not implement the (so-called) ANSI color graphics used by some IBM oriented bulletin boards.

**GS201**

**The Solar Eclipse**

If you were in Hawaii or Mexico on July 11, 1991, you were lucky enough to be able to see the largest total solar eclipse of this century. For those of us located in California, we were able to see a partial solar eclipse that day. This disk is all about that eclipse, and while it may not be quite as good as standing on a beach in Hawaii, it contains textual material, photographs, computer modeled eclipses, and even a shot or two of the eclipse taken by a satellite orbiting far above the Earth. The disk is presented in a slide show format. Some sections contain historic material, others talk about the importance of eclipses as reflected by different myths created by different societies over the millennia. Maps are included showing the path of the eclipse.

**GS398**

**NeWSUG Newsletter 1990**

This disk contains all the NEWSUG newsletters for the calendar year 1990. Some files are in Polish It format. This disk also contains the Shareware Solutions article entitled "Make the Switch" written by Joe. Some of these programs are on other disks in the NEWSUG library, but a lot of these disk is new revisions, and some programs are on other library disks. Files included on the disk are: A2FX (v7 and v8.08); Agate, Audio Zap, Faz It, GIF Stripper, HiBit Link, Icon Collector, Icon Ed, Resource Spy, SnowPic, Shrink It, Squeeze and STS/CDA). Thanks to Joe for his generosity for donating this disk to our library.

**GS225**

**Make the Switch GS**

This new disk is a companion to Joe's "Shareware Solutions" column in the latest InCider/A+ magazine. It contains various programs that allow you to "Make the Switch", that is, to transfer programs from one computer to another. It also contains an introduction to the Shareware Solutions article entitled "Make the Switch" written by Joe. Some of these programs are on other disks in the NEWSUG library, but a lot of these disk is new revisions, and some programs are on other library disks. Files included on the disk are: A2FX (v7 and v8.08); Agate, Audio Zap, Faz It, GIF Stripper, HiBit Link, Icon Collector, Icon Ed, Resource Spy, SnowPic, Shrink It, Squeeze and STS/CDA). Thanks to Joe for his generosity for donating this disk to our library.

**GS231**

**Computer Keyboarding**

This disk contains a fully functional typing tutorial for your use. Essentially, it is designed to teach anyone, who has little or no typing experience, learn the correct way to type. This program is unique in that it gives numerous emphasis on accuracy, not speed. Lessons cover all letters, and most punctuation characters. The program is interspersed with games that continue typing practice, as well as those that are strictly for fun. Extensive record keeping provides an accurate picture of the user's performance. The user has frequent opportunities to see exactly how he/she is doing with each letter learned. The program will run on any computers that will run PRODOS with at least 64K. It does not require an 80 column card. It is written in a combination of Apple II BASIC and assembly language. If this program is run on an Apple IIGS, the user should change the Control Panel to set the display type to monochrome. The high resolution graphics look much better when displayed in
**GS Fonts**

The following fonts are filetype $CR which can be installed on your GS system disk and used with most GS programs like HyperCard GS, AppleWorks/GS, HyperStudio, Graphic Writer III, etc. They can also be used on an Apple Ile or IIC with the programs SuperFonts or Publish It 3. The fonts are arranged alphabetically on each disk. Also, disk G555 is an AppleWorks/GS font data base which will display a sample of the style of just about each font type in the club library.

- **G548** Fonts (A-B)
- **G549** Fonts (C-D)
- **G550** Fonts (E-F)
- **G551** Fonts (G-H)
- **G552** Fonts (I-J)
- **G553** Fonts (K-L)
- **G554** Fonts (M-Z)

**G555** Font Database

This disk contains an AppleWorks/GS font data base file which contains most all of the above fonts. When loaded into AWGS you can view samples of the fonts to see what they look like. This file is 600K in size, so you need at least that much free RAM to load it.

**True Type Fonts**

These disks are full of True Type Outline fonts to be used with the West Code Software program "POINTLESS". To use them just type them into a font folder, and use the POINTLESS Control Panel CDev to "add" and then "configure" them. Say goodbye to the "Juggles" forever.

- **G5228** TT:Fonts #1
- **G5229** TT:Fonts #2

Another disk full of true type fonts to be used with Pointless, including: Daves Dingbats, Helvetica, Kennon, Mazama, and Times.

- **G5249** True Type Fonts Disk #3
  This disk contains twenty more True Type fonts for use with the West Code Software program "POINTLESS". They are NOT SHRUNK and are ready to use. Just add to your font folder, and then add to your Pointless CDev in the control panel. The fonts included are: Aarcove, Adine Kimberg, Anette, Architect, Athens, Bastarda, BCAnharcy, Bell Bottom, Black Anharcy, Bubble, Caroles Chunks, Cracking Fire, Frank Times, Iglgo, Neon, Rechtman Script, Wharmby, Zap Chancery and Zap Dingbats.

- **G5252** True Type Fonts Disk #4
  This disk contains the following fonts to use with WestCode's Pointless program: Albatross, AmbrosiaCap, Andromeda, Artic, ArtvntGuarde, BlackForest, BODDLYbould, Bookman, CastleFont, CharlieChian, Classicalitic, Grillee, Cuneiform, Deuces, Dickens, Eire Caps, Faustus, FlinstoneCaps, FormalScript, GenevaRoman, Gordon, GothicHand, Granite, Sans, GraphiteLight.

- **G5253** True Type Fonts Disk #5
  This disk contains the following fonts to use with WestCode's Pointless program: GreenCaps, Informal, Inkabod, IsadoraCaps, KabelPlain,Kathina, KiddieCorner, Lauderdale, LeftyCasual, LibbyScript, Lombardic, LombardoBeneven, LoopDeLoop, LowerEastSide, LowerWestSide, LyyFont, Maccumeine, MiamiDemi, MiamiNights, Middlet, Mona, Monaco, Montague, NewCompact, NewGarel, Nordic, OSWALDblack.

- **G5264** True Type Fonts Disk #6
  This disk contains the following fonts to use with WestCode's Pointless program: Palatino, ParkHaven, Phoenix, Picadilly, PixieFont, Playbill, PostCrypt, RansomNote, RichardMurray, Riverside, Rodchenko, Rotanda, SaintFrancis, Shlarktooth, Silicon, SlabFace, SlabInformal, StairInformal, StylineLight, Sydney, Textura, TexturaModern, Thomas, ToulouseLauree, TribecaCaps.

**Demos**

The following disk contain demonstrations of commercial GS software. Most disks will not allow any interaction by the user. The price of these disks are $2 each. The disks which contain GS software which is no longer commercially available has been deleted from the list.

- **G515** Cryllan Mission
- **G523** Dungeon Master
- **G524** Bards Tale
- **G530** Stack-Central
- **G533** Gate
- **G534** Dream Graffix
- **G537** ProSel 16
- **G538** GS+ Magazine Sampler
- **G540** HyperBole Magazine
- **G543** Space Sharks
- **G545** HoverBlade

**G5226** Formulate DEMO

This is a demo version of the new formula generating program by Seven Hills. Formulate is used to produce formulas for science and math worksheets, tests, and papers. Printing can be done directly or formulas can be exported to popular word processing, desktop publishing, and painting programs. Formulate intelligently knows when something is missing from a formula and symbols automatically scale to fit added expressions. A variety of mathematical symbols are available from easy to use pull down menus. Hardware Requirements: Apple IIGS with 1 MB memory.

- **G5250** Your Money Matters DEMO
  This is the demo version of the amazing new personal finance program for the IGS. Yes, you heard it, new productivity software for the GS! It is a fully featured program that uses a format which resembles the AppleWorks/GS spreadsheet, with pull down menus. You can track all your finances, print out checks and a thousand other functions. The demo version is the same as the actual one, except you can't save any data. The program was written by Steve Peterson and published by Software Solutions. It is available from Quality Computer mail-order. I think it is a must have.

**DOMs**

(Disks of the Month)

- **Feb.91.DOM**
  This disk contains a variety of programs for your use: NDAs include Instant Icon, Font DA 2.0, TWGS Shifter, Scientific Calculator, Solitaire and Print SHR.

CDevs include Twilight, Desk:color and TWGS. Also included is a CDA named SHR Time, a Rasten cheat for more lives, two AWGS files, SuperSynth, Install DA and two games: Tetrotrix GS and Math Magic.

- **Mar.91.DOM**
  This disk contains a variety of new programs to interest you. Included on the disk is: *Milestones 2000* which is a great new board game for the IGS? It's an addictive card game in which you race your opponent by playing mileage cards.*Emerald Visions Demo* is a demo of a new paint program to be released this spring which will work with 200 color graphics on screen. Nice graphics! *SuperInfo II* (v2.1) is a NDA which is outstanding! It combines various types of information into a single NDA. It's well worth the $12 shareware fee. *GSAU:G Newsletter* for Feb91 is included for those who might like to view it on screen. Also included is a font folder with the two fonts used in the newsletter that aren't standard with AWGS. *GSAU:G Disk Library* is a text file for all the disks in the library in AWGS format.

- **Apr.91.DOM**
  Included on this months DOME are the following programs: *Audio Zap* which is a sound recorder/player for GS4. *Demos* from HyperStudio stack version of the popular magazine. *Power Play* is a great set of games for the IGS. *PIC Librarian* is a graphics utility program. *Chronos II* NDA is a stopwatch/Clock. *SHR View* (v3.2) is a great graphics slide show maker.

- **May.91.DOM**
  The following programs are offered on this months DOME. A2FX.7 is a program to read Macintosh disks and transfer them to ProDOS disks.*TypeFace* will let you view all the characters of any particular font you have installed in your system. *Devirminator II* will test your 3.5" disk for a virus. It only works with 3.5" disk. *GXSEdit* is a text editor/word processor that allows you to display, edit, and print text (TXT/SOURCE, source [SRC/SB0] and Teach files. Next.NDA from France, is a great NDA that makes your GS look like a NeXT computer while you search catalogs and launch programs! *Elf Write* is a simple easy to use word processor that can use all of the IGS fonts. *El Macro* is a macro utility CDA designed to create and execute macros from any program, both ProDOS 8 and GS/OS. *View 3200* is a graphic viewer which will load the new 3200 color graphics, of which a few are included. Apr91 GRAVENSTEIN newsletter is also included on the disk, as well as an updated GSAU:G disk library listing.
**June91.DOM**
The DOM features all these great programs: Lotto GS which is a lotto program to generate birth horses that can be printed with SHR color graphics. Plotting is an addicting game demo that you can actually play, from FTA. RXGs is a virus detection program from Glen Bredon. Finder View allows you to view a picture window by simply clicking on its icon. SuperView is a great new graphics viewer/utility program. Transfusion Demo is a modern NDA program demo from the people at GS! magazine with cool works with external menu items. Spoother is a CDA that lets you spool certain text files to your ImageWriter II for printing, as you keep on working. Find File is a NDA which lets you find any file. Mage Maze is an interesting maze generating and playing program. Bull and SOD are two interesting small programs that you may have use for.

**July91.DOM**
This contains the following stuff:

**Finder GS** is a desktop graphic adventure game. It's a full-screen program using the desktop and click interface. Finder is shareware ($10) and written by Jason Smart. GameMaker creates scenarios and characters for the Explorer adventure game. It utilizes a desktop and click interface. Traveling Faire Software has an extensive online help dialog. By Jason Smart, Traveling Faire Software. $10 shareware fee. DiskTOPP v.1.1 is a program selector using pull down menus and dialog boxes. It requires GS/GS v5.04. SpyEdit and BlockWork are two sophisticated ProDOS block editors. Eyes NDA is a new desk accessory that will follow your mouse around the screen. Workworks 2.0 in a great word processor with word counts, paste, find and replace, fonts, color text, and more! By Lane Roth. $10 shareware fee. CoPilot v.1.6 is a telecommunication utility program that will teleIGHLIGHT your modem connection or Point-to-Point-to-Point to make it easy for you to visit your favorite GENIE roundtables. By Kenneth Gluckman. $25 shareware fee. The Patcherv1.6 is a set of AppleWorks 3.1 patches assembled by Mark V. AW3.0. Freeware. And lastly, two downloaded conference files from America Online.

**Aug91.DOM**
This month's DOM features a whole bunch of new stuff for your enjoyment. Horoscope GS is a desktop program to generate birth horses that can be printed with SHR color graphics. Quite an impressive program. Shareware by Jos van Heck of the Netherlands. Sheapshad GS v2.0 is an updated version of a good card game. FontEngine is an NDA that allows the user to make fonts available over and above those currently in the system folder. SoundOff CDev/Init v1.1 is a CDev and PIF which gives you control over the System beep of your computer, and to choose a sound to be played at boot time. 108 shareware fee. Shadowed GS Finder icons are a set of icons colorized and designed to look shadowed. (Includes a "Blacklight" utility, which can figure out how to use it). Created with IconEdit. Quit-to v1.1, is a CDA that allows you to go directly from any ProDOS 8 program to any other program, either ProDOS 8 or GS/GS v5.04. Quite unique! SGAU Library Stack is a hypercard IGS stack which shows you all the disks in your library. Created by your librarian as a first attempt at using HyperCard. Init Master is a program that upon booting you can select whichever NDAs or Init's you want to load (by pressing down the Option key while booting). Very useful! Two Borders is an Init that allows the user to have two border colors on the IGS screen, one that appears while you are in a graphics-based desktop applications, and another that appears while in text-based applications. Freeware by Karl Flake. DA Select will let you activate or disable NDAs or CDAs without rebooting. (Donald Alfred Forbes swears by this program!!). Sneeze v1.1 is a text viewer, file printer, graphics viewer, file copier and more. ProDOS 8 program. This version adds support of 320k memory which makes it a great program to generate birth horses. By Dick Jones. This is a CDA which allows for the user to move your paper in your ImageWriter II to the tearoff point and back. Freeware by Dave Empeor. MenuMaster is a NDA that will let you change the colors, outlines, and style of your pull down menu bars. It's an inventive program, but is was a little buggy on my computer. If you want to experiment, go for it! MiniMaze is a NDA that will shrink a window of your desktop to the same size as your desktop as it moves. By Miles Dingbats. Add them anywhere using your windows, keeping open the once that are necessary up front. Shareware by Kris Olsson. Fonts - various sizes of two nice fonts; Zapf Chancery and Zalt Dingbats. Add them anywhere using your windows, keeping open the once that are necessary up front. Free shareware from the Font Engineer NDA. And finally a text file downloaded from America Online which gives a blow-by-blow description of the events at the latest Kansas City game.

**Sept91.DOM**
This month's DOM is a "Best of the DOM" disk, which features some of the most popular programs out today. Freeware in the GSAUG catalog. The following programs are included: Quit.CDA, DA Select, AutoMenus, FinderView, Finder Reader, EWWrite, A2IY, Zapp, Bagger, II, BtY, Calc, CalcAD, Calculator NDAs, Solitaire NDA, Print Screen NTDA, Desk Color CDev, Install DA, and SHTRTime CDA.

**Oct91.DOM**
Flicker NDA version v1.1a - Program Selector for

**GSOS 5.04+ Black Knight SoftWare, the same people who brought you the simple-yet-effective QuitElec and DiskTOPP program selectors now introduce Flicker NDA v1.1a.** This is another program selector which is fully compatible with the application. Flicker NDA is a new, simple NDA program selector for the Ilgs. Basically DiskTOPP mashed into a NDA, Flicker allows you to jump between any of the programs in your diskTOPP, as well as returning to the main launcher/utility each time, and (2) with a minimum of hassle and memory use. Complete documentation is included. SuperDataPath - This IGS adds a full featured feature to Flicker: an On-Line Debugger. This debugger includes two things: 1. Allows you to set up a default directory for every one of your IGS applications. The default directory is the one that first shows up in file dialogs. 2. Adds a pop-up menu to open file dialog that displays all your favorite directories and lets you go right to them by selecting it. This feature can turn on or off anytime. This program is a shareware ($10 shareware fee) full featured calendar of NDAs using the SANE environment. Included too many features to note here, but contains full documentation and shareware registration forms.

**Gloorsk** - this is a BETA version of an adventure game. It includes only a small portion of the game, but has all the still playable. Quit-To version 1.2 - is a CDA that allows you to go directly from any ProDOS 8 program to any other program -- either ProDOS 8 or GS/GS v5.04. This version is a time-grouper back to the Finder, now you can say "Quit-To" any other application! Much like the utilities "RunQ" and "TransPro", but for use within from ProDOS 8 applications. Quick, easy, slick and cheap (shareware). If you use ANY ProDOS 8 programs on your Ilgs, you WANT Quit-To! This version 1.2 has many new improvements: A "RunList" feature to quickly select your favorite programs (without having to navigate through folders), hides selectable by pressing the first letter in their name, upper/lower case filenames supported, and much more. With this new version you now have a program with the familiar GS desktop. It was written by the author of WordWorks and is a great program with every feature you could want. TMNT is a Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle Card set made for the Todd Wood card games. (Solitaire, Pyramid, Poker & Monte Carlo). It is very easy to read, and uses the Characters' head band color for the suit. My 6 year old can play it, and has a lot of fun playing it with the Solitaire game. This is a very simple set and does not contain very much detail. UltraBlank is a screen blanker for the gs. It installs as an INIT (perfect for Ultrablank). Any Blank Application that uses gs is capable of displaying. Reading the documentation is HIGHLY recommended before using.

**Nov91.DOM**
**Big Edit Thing version 1.0b3** - a much-updated version of a powerful new desk accessory-based shareware! Including demos, editing, and saving files from a number of popular file formats. These include Text, Text, Source, and AppleWorks (1.0-3.0). It allows multiple fonts, sizes, styles, and much more. *Flicker View version 2.0.3* - a utility that will let you view your pictures from the Finder by simply double clicking on them. Version 2.0 adds the ability to edit your shareware floppy. It will also share GS Color Graphics, and pictures larger than the screen. Slide showing mode has been added to enhance the operation of viewing multiple pictures. Flicker View is a Shareware, and the 320k color picture viewing has been disabled in this version. Individuals that pay the $10 registration fee will receive their own registered copy which supports 320k and slide show. Please be sure to read the enclosed documentation for full information and shareware registration information. Note: In order for this program to work properly, you have to edit or remove (at least from the Ics folder) any other icons for the graphics types supported by FlickerView. Otherwise, you'll either start the application in the other icon point to, or you'll get the "An application can't be found..." error. Otherwise, this application seems to operate very quickly and is very easy to use from the mouse. It is a very nice "paperless" computer "board" game. You and up to 3 more of your closest friends can compete to become Supreme Emperor of the Galaxy. Build ships to trade, fight, and conquer planets. See who can construct the greatest Galactic Empire. The game features a graphics interface, some animation, and synthesized speech (if you have the Talking Tools extension for Macintosh). I think this is a very good project, and he hopes you like it! Shareware: $5.00

**HeaSeeker** - is an ultra-fast disk/file copy utility. It blows the doors off of Copy II. It works on any* AppleWorks file and can copy any file, including graphics, and emulation card. Documentation is included as well as information on contacting the author. Please contact him and let him know what you think of the program. NOTE: HeaSeeker files in h.p. Therefore, use your own risk. **Quick Pick version 1.1a** - this NDA generates random quick picks for Ca's 6/53 Lotto game. The author will customize the NDA for any lotto game upon receipt of the shareware fee ($5) and a blank disk or additional dollar. Version 1.1 removes a bug which caused v1.0 to crash in some applications. **ShutDown Ram Disk Reminder** - if you use the ShutDown Ram Disk feature, you may want to save it. You can specify files or for downloading archive files to, then there have no doubt been occasions when you've accidentally vaporized files because you forgot they were in the RAM disk when you shut down your system. ShutDown
Reminder will rescue from the consequences of this absent-mindedness. When you shut down your disk (using the Finder's "Shut down..." dialog, or other GS/OS shut down procedure), ShutDown Reminder will give you a pop-up window containing a list of files you've forgotten to deal with (an archive you haven't unpacked, for example). Don't let the whole world know what an absentminded, forgetful, space-cadet geek you've become. Just click into your hypersonic, get ShutDown Reminder!! SlotScan this program will scan your computer's slots and tell you exactly what's in them, including a description of the device connected to any SmartPort or SCSI cards/ports. It also tells you which slots have a device is running on, & the ROM version, if appropriate. This program is FreeWare. *Sneeze version 1.2* is a text file viewer (TXT and AppleWorks files), file printer (TXT and AWP), graphics viewer (most 8-bit and ILGs formats, including 3200-color graphics files, AppleWorks graphics, BASIS, and BAS programs can be launched), and file copier (with disk swaps allowed). It also easily navigates through your disks and folders and -- as they say -- "much more." *Sneeze* is 100% freeware, and is a *must have*. For all Apple II's later than the II+ this version (1.2) fixes a few bugs and adds several new features, including window splitting. Technical Support -- this CDA lists a technical support forum for the Apple II community (and 1 or 2 companies which aren't). *UltraBlank version 1.3* --- this version of the screen blanker adds the capability to set the configuration from the Classic Desk Accessories menu. It should also work with more software. You should read the docs before using. *Virus MD version 2.0* --- a completely different version of your Apple disk protection program. It quickly scans full volumes for files infected with Fester, Hate, Wborean, and Loder runoel viruses, and repairing directory and boot blocks, and creates a perfect image of your disk. QuicksTook -- the text editor included with QuickDraw. You have complete control over a menu/window environment using the keyboard (or mouse). And the speed is incredible! More important, Virus MD has a reputation as a solid, reliable virus detection and *repair* utility that presently is able to dispose of all known viruses on the Apple II. Now version 2.0 gives you that rock solid solace, with an interface that would make Microsoft green with envy. Virus MD application, documentation file (in addition to built-in help), and icon file. Shareware from Morgan Davis Group. You'll love it! • Dec.91.DOM *SUPERCAT* --- is a file view manager which will provide an alphabetized catalog of an entire disk or starting at a specified directory and working its way down from there. The output can be to the screen, a printer, or a disk file. The module called INSTRUCTIONS provides details as to how to use SUPERCAT. $10.00 Shareware. By Cecil Fleetwood. *Sneeze version 1.2* is a popular, AppleWorks-function file manager that launches the Finder, AppleWorks, and the ILGs. It is a text file view (TXT or AWP files), text printer (TXT or AWP files), graphics viewer (most 8-bit and ILGs formats, including 3200-color graphics) and disk copy utility. Also can launch the Finder, AppleWorks, BASIS, and BAS programs can be launched), and file copier (with disk swaps allowed). It navigates easily through your disks and folders, and -- as they say -- "much more!" Entirely free and public domain. For all Apple II later than the II+ this version (1.2) is an easy way to collect the words and phrases that you enjoy most. Practicing their meaning and usage on your computer screen is as easy as apple pie! Whether you are an adult or adult education student, this version does not work on a ROM 3 GS. I am working at fixing these problems. NOTE: Before ColorTerm can run, the font CTFont.5 must be installed in the *SystEm* folder of the ILGs. In addition, the ILGs Control Panel must be adjusted. MAKE SURE YOU READ THE DOC FILE BEFORE you run the program. ColorTerm will not function if the options are not set correctly. I hope you enjoy ColorTerm. It finally allows the ILGs to use the color codes from IBM-based BBSSs. One can go color-blind using AGATE for too long.) ColorTerm is $10.00 ShareWare. Explorer GS â€” a scintillating and futuristic simulation of space travel. You take a mission to the colonies of Mars. All new graphics and data. Character should be around level 20. Not for the weak at heart! You must have the Explorer GS program (including the files Explorer Data and Explorer Pic) in order to play this adventure. • Jan.92.DOM This disk contains the companion disk to the article written by Joe Koh in the January 91.4 AppleClub magazine. It contains numerous NDAs, CDAs, CDEs, and more to make your IGS more productive and look better on screen. • Feb.92.DOM The DOM for February was the new Judo simulation game "Sensei GS", which is disk GS218. The description of this disk can be found in the Games section of this catalog. • GS237 • March92.DOM Burke's Icons -- Finally we have those great icons from the GSAUG computer in Burke's classroom. These are icons that our icon artist Burke has hand-crafted. Included are those folder icons and all the rest. Also in this folder is an interesting text file written by Burke talking about his AppleWorks GS format and one in ASCII text format. The folder icons are especially artistic! IconED is included on the disk for easy viewing of Burke's Icon set. All the icons of different sizes are contained in a Page Layout file (100K), which includes a description of every disk in the GSAUG library. The catalog is laid out by categories and has a paragraph or two about each disk. I have been working on this for about 3 months and its finally done. If I can find someone with a Deskwriter printer or some other laser type printer I plan to print it up, make copies and sell it for $2 a copy. It is 18 pages long and has a disk order form and can be mailed out also. If you use AppleWorks GS you can print it out yourself. The file contains the standard font "Times 12,18,24, and 48" and other, "Zap Dingbat 12". I have included the correct fonts and sizes as "FONTS" file so you can use the fonts as you like. The layout is the same way it should be. Load these fonts into your font folder of your system folder if you don't already have them in there. Quick Click - from Joe Nowak. When you open a disk on your system it will automatically select your menu bar. If you have a double click on it and read it Install Quick Click in your system folder and the icons in your icon folder and you're on your way! This program may become obsolete when System 6.0 comes out but it works great now. The program is - handy but is not the handy Ilgs icon utility. Apple Ilgs icon files contain icons to represent you disks, folders, applications and documents. Each icon can have associated with it an "Application Pathname." Joe Koh has written a handy program that takes double clicking on the Finder from that will cause Application to run, usually loading in the document when it starts up. The problem is that, to do this, the pathname of the application is inserted into the icon file. Normally you have to use an icon editing program to open up the icon and type in the path name of the program you want to run when you double click on it. This can be tedious, especially if you have a lot of icons and aren't sure which ones have the application pathname set and which don't. IconAppChecker can examine ALL the icons in ALL your icon files, and let you know which ones have the pathname set. Furthermore, IconAppChecker SUGGEST a new application path by searching all your disks for the application name and finding its
new location on your disks. Memory Use (NDA) - is also by Bill Tudor. It gives you a graphical representation of how much of your Ig's system memory is being used at any time. Memory Use is public domain. Just copy it to the *SYSTEM/DESK-A CC folder of your system disk and reboot, then invoke it from your Apple menu. Bush Movie Folder - This - is a Simple Animation Program file that provides an amusing monologue by your president George Bush. When you open the Bush Movie folder, double click on the file named Program. Video 6.0 - is a little animation program that was running at the last meeting. It displays an ever changing kaleidoscope of color patterns. Written by Zeb Hodge.

**GS243 - GS240**
The April 92 DOM is GS/SOS version 6.0. It comes with 7 disks.

**DOMMay92**
System 6 Fixes - This folder contains three programs that will fix small bugs in System 6.0: FixFindFile will fix a bug in the Find File NDA. Just double-click on FixFindFile and it will automatically do its job. Patcher is a patch to FS which will disable the pseudo slow/drive mapping that is done on partitions >2 when the ProDOS for System 6.0 is used. By Tim Grams Tim Grams's comment is that if it is useful to you, by all means use it! Sound Patch 6.0 will fix a bug in the new System 6 Sound Control Panel's "Shutdown Sound" which often causes it not to play the shutdown sound! To fix your copy of GS/OS 6.0, boot your 6.0 disk and hard drive and launch SoundPatch6.0. It will patch your system automatically.

Greg Templeman. Custom GSOS 6.0 - is a utility that allows you to modify the "Welcome to the Ig's" message on the GS/OS startup screen. SplashEdit is a BASIC program that changes the background color of the startup screen. A great improvement. FixFont2.0 - This is a major update. It fixes few bugs that caused problems with Disk Witch and infrequent crashes with other programs. 2.0 is also completely compatible with Platinum Paint and Font Factory. Compatibility with System 6.0 is perfect, but not 100%. Previous versions were ints, while 2.0 is a C (control panel device) under System 5 and a stand-alone control panel under System 6.0. Quick Launch - This folder is from Software Ease. It is a fast font extension file that when copied to the system setup folder, will become a pull-down menu launching program in the finder under the Extras menu category. It performs very well. Good utility, except that you don't need to pay a shareware fee to use it! Highly recommended. True Type Fonts - This folder contains three display fonts to be used with the Pointless program from West Code. They are all caps, with no lowercase characters. The font names are Iglot, Cracking Fire, and Water Paper Saver v1.1. This new version of the NDA works great to save you paper. Just click, rip and print. By Steven Cole. rSound - This folder contains six different sounds to use in the new Sounds CDEV folder. To quit to CDA v2.0 - This version 2.0 of Quit-To. Earlier version worked from within ProDOS 8 programs only. Quit-To 3.0 comes with (bought by System 6.0) by Karl Bunker. InitMaster v2.0 - This Apple IIGS INIT (PIF) file adds "InitMaster" to the system 6.0 Finder * Extras menu. InitMaster easily allows you to change the active window state of (INITS, CDAS, NIC, ICNs, Drivers, FSTIs, and CDEVS on your system without having to use Finder's "Icon Info" dialog. Version 2.0 also allows you to save up to 3 of your favorite recent Finder searches for quick System ShareWare...$10.00 By William Tutor. Desk Color CDev v3.1. - This is the latest version of Desk Color by Dave Leffler. It lets you change the desktop by replacing periwinkle blue with a graphic or pattern you happen to choose. LotaTools 1.0 - The LotaTools temporary initialization file, once installed in the System Setup menu on your Apple IIGS System 5.0 or higher. It can also cause the Finder to keep its fonts and resources loaded and installed as the default tool configuration for the duration of the session at the computer. This results in potentially drastic time savings. By Eric Shepherd. GSAUG CATALOG - This is a very nice GSAUG Catalog Page Layout, but it is in AWGS Word Processing file format instead. It may be easier to use for some members than the Page Layout version ProDOS 6.0 - This is the most recent version of ProDOS 6.0. I am not sure how many people would love to configure Pointless to use ALL of the characters in each font. Doing this one at a time with Pointless is very slow and tedious. This program will automatically load the System Font (System/Fonts folder) and set each font to use the complete set of characters. By Jay Soffian NeuroFinder - This is a small program which enables the owner of the game Neuronancer to play it on a faster disk. Just copy the file NeuroFinder into a folder with Neuronancer and double-click on NeuroFinder and you're off and running!

**DOMJune92**
The Dome Disk of the Month contains the following programs: Mahjong Game - This is a great game which comes with the program Open Bunch. Also with those addictive games that you should just love. There are provided 4 different tiles to choose from. More tiles are available on the online services. The object of the game is to clear all the tiles from the screen. To clear the tiles, you must first find a pair of tiles that match. - Chris Heckman. Scott Matthews of Wedge Software. $5 shareware fee (and well worth it!). IR v2.0. - This is a Permanent Initiation File (PIF) or Finder Extension File that when located in the Extras menu of the System 6.0 Installer folder, it will appear in the Extras menu of the finder. It does a variety of things, including having the ability to instantly load other PIFS or NDAs. From Apple Computer. Finder Sounder - Another PIF that will show you what sounds are available on your CastleVania 1.2 by Michael Cruz. This ProDOS 8 text adventure is the second version of the game. Similar to the old Infocom adventure games. It can be loaded onto your hard disk. In CastleVania you start off in Dark Forest, and your mission is to find and kill Dracula. When you do, time becomes nighttime. Catalog Update -This is an update to the GSAUG disk library catalog. It lists all the new disks added to the library since the Catalog Page Layout file in the Mar3D Dom. It is a AWGS word processing file. It can also be viewed using Teach. One Arm Battle by Ken Franklin -This is a new version of a great 6-ree slot machine game. The game contains many humorous digitized animations and will play back in stereo. Great fun! $10 Shareware Fee Eclipse GS by Larry Bell - Eclipse GS will alert you when you next set your solar and/or lunar eclipse will be visible. Now you can set a time in advance. The eclipse on screen, or print it on paper. It's Freeeware and requires 1 MEG of memory. Mahjong Tiledsets - This folder includes two Tiledsets for use with Mahjong. Tiledsets consist of a 6 x 6 grid of tiles. Two tilledes are "Night" and "Jewel" (which is very impressive). Just copy them to the 'Tiledset' folder in the Mahjong game. IR NDA v1.01 by J. Krell - This is a simple NDA that gives you access to the Finder Extensions or Finder Extensions v2.0 later, but only one tilledset. You will need IR v2.0 which was on last month DOM. AWGS Large Font Package by Steve Bernacki -Here's a small program that will patch AppleWorks GS v1.1 and auto-enable you to use any font sizes with a point range that is greater than 48 points. This auto-enables the newfound aster egg in AppleWorks GS that does this, without you having to hold down Option-Shift while selecting "Choose Font." The program is Freeeware. I have had limited success with this AWGS feature, try it and see what you think. Bounchin' Ferno Editor Docs by Kid Solar - This is the documentation to the Bounchin' Ferno editor tool. Bounchin' Ferno is a Marble Madness type arcade game from FTA which is in our library as GS248. You need a TEC and a System 6.0 to use this. Any One Bounchin' NDA by J. Krell -As Finder-Extensions give you the ability to double-click on various files in the Finder, OpenAway will give you access to these features in other applications via a standard open file dialog box.
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